Emotion perception is known to involve multiple operations and waves of analysis, but specific nature of these processes remains poorly understood. Combining psychophysical testing and neurometric analysis of event-related potentials (ERPs) in a fear detection task with parametrically varied fear intensities (N¼ 45), we sought to elucidate key processes in fear perception. Building on psychophysics marking fear perception thresholds, our neurometric model fitting identified several putative operations and stages: four key processes arose in sequence following face presentation -fear-neutral categorization (P1 at 100 ms), fear detection (P300 at 320 ms), valuation (early subcomponent of the late positive potential/ LPP at 400-500 ms) and conscious awareness (late subcomponent LPP at 500-600 ms). Furthermore, within-subject brain-behavior association suggests that initial emotion categorization was mandatory and detached from behavior whereas valuation and conscious awareness directly impacted behavioral outcome (explaining 17% and 31% of the total variance, respectively). The current study thus reveals the chronometry of fear perception, ascribing psychological meaning to distinct underlying processes. The combination of early categorization and late valuation of fear reconciles conflicting (categorical versus dimensional) emotion accounts, lending support to a hybrid model. Importantly, future research could specifically interrogate these psychological processes in various behaviors and psychopathologies (e.g., anxiety and depression).
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Introduction
Perception organizes and translates multifarious information from the external world and internal milieu into diverse subjective experiences (i.e., percepts). Primary processes of perception involve object detection and recognition, accompanied often by conscious awareness of the object (Schacter et al., 2011) . Daily, emotion perception enables detection, categorization, valuation and conscious awareness of emotions such that we effortlessly detect the joy in a child's face or recognize the pain in a wounded soldier, not only the presence but also the quality and strength of the emotions. Yet, how emotion perception is achieved remains a central question in affective sciences.
It is posited that emotion perception involves a complex system consisting of multiple processes and stages (Adolphs, 2002; LeDoux, 1995; Vuilleumier and Pourtois, 2007) mediated by distributed, parallel neural pathways (Pessoa and Adolphs, 2010) . The amygdala is known to play a critical role in emotion detection (LeDoux, 2014; Ohman, 2005; Tamietto and de Gelder, 2010; Maren, 2016 ) and categorization (Adolphs, 2002; Harris et al., 2012b Harris et al., and, 2014 . Additionally, the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) underpins the evaluation of emotional (reward or threat) value of a stimulus (O'Neill and Schultz, 2010; Rushworth et al., 2012; Schultz, 2000) , while the medial prefrontal cortex contributes to the conscious awareness of emotion (Amting et al., 2010; LeDoux, 2015; Mitchell and Greening, 2012; Tamietto and de Gelder, 2010) . Importantly, outputs from the amygdala and OFC contribute to emotion perception via feedback projections to the sensory cortex (e.g., the ventral visual stream), culminating in emotional percepts of presence (objective or subjective), category (discrete emotions or valence and arousal) and intensity of emotion (Barrett and Bar, 2009; Chikazoe et al., 2014; Phelps and LeDoux, 2005; Vuilleumier and Pourtois, 2007) .
Akin to the notion of multiple waves of processing, electrophysiological (mainly, event-related potential/ERP) research of 
